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MISSION 
 
LINEAGE 
90 Logistics Support Squadron 
Redesignated 90 Maintenance Operations Squadron 
 
STATIONS 
F. E. Warren AFB, WY 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
90 Maintenance Group 
 
COMMANDERS 
 
HONORS   
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 
EMBLEM 
90 Logistics Support Squadron emblem: Azure, between a wreath of ten mullets or a sword 
argent, grip gules, surmounting two sprigs of holly saltirewise vert; all within a diminished 
bordure yellow. Attached above the disc a blue scroll edged with a narrow yellow border. Motto: 



Attached below the disc a blue scroll edged with a narrow yellow border and inscribed FOREVER 
VIGILANT in yellow letters. SIGNIFICANCE: The emblem is symbolic of the squadron and its 
mission. Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  Blue alludes to the sky, 
the primary theater of Air Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required 
of Air Force personnel. The sword represents the deterrent power of our nation's ICBM force. The 
holly branches denote the squadron's commitment to its personnel who effectively provide 
logistics support to the Air Force mission of deterrence through strength. The wreath of stars 
stands for the many functions the squadron provides to its parent organization (Approved, 15 
Nov 1994) 
 
90 Logistics Support Squadron alternate emblem significance: The sword within the patch 
represents the deterrent power of our nation’s ICBM force and its swift retaliatory capability 
poised against our adversaries who threaten the freedom and tranquility of our country. The ten 
stars depict the ten original organizations, and their functions, assigned to the squadron upon its 
inception: Maintenance Programs, Maintenance Data, Maintenance Control, Technical 
Engineering, Scheduling Control, Materiel Control, Job Control, Logistics Plans, Training Control, 
and Team Training. The field's ultramarine blue color represents our devotion to duty and loyalty 
to our calling in defending the nation against enemies, both foreign and domestic. The yellow 
within the stars illustrates the noble values of excellence and honor we hold in common within 
the squadron. The holly leaves encircling the sword's grip, depicts our commitment to the 
mission and to our people. Without the two, the swift retaliatory response of our nation's 
deterrent capability is rendered ineffective. The green represents our adaptability to changing 
missions and the persistent uncertainty within international and national affairs. 
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